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Abstract
In this paper we review the Receiver Operating Characteristic  ROC curve and the  
 
test statistic in relation to the analysis of a confusion matrix We then show how these two
methods are related and propose an extension to the ROC curve so that it shows contours of
 
 
values These contours can be used to provide further insight into the appropriate setting of
the decision threshold for a particular application
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  Introduction
In many pattern recognition schemes classication performance is measured in terms of the
overall probability of error  Fukunaga  However sometimes it is useful to treat the
errors from each class separately and associate the idea of a misclassication cost with each
class  Weiss 	 Kulikowski  In this case classication performance is often specied by
an upper bound on the probability of error for the class with the highest misclassication cost
An example of this is in the case of screening for cervical cancer here the cost associated with
wrongly predicting an abnormal slide as normal is high  the abnormality may go untreated
Whilst there is a lesser cost associated with wrongly predicting a normal slide as abnormal  the
slide has to be screened again by a Cytologist Here the performance of an automated cervical
screener will be specied primarily in terms of the rst type of error
This paper deals with the frequently occurring problem of designing and evaluating classica
tion systems in domains with di
erent numbers of examples from each class  prior probabilities
and di
erent misclassication costs It tackles the problem of estimating from the data just how
dicult a desired operational point would be to obtain in practice This operational point be
ing dened in terms of misclassications from one class as compared to misclassications from
the others This work is related to estimating the probability of error on a given data set an
area which has seen much interest particularly in relation to feature set selection  Devijver 	
Kittler  Fukunaga  Here however we are interested in varying a decision threshold
or misclassication costs in order to aid the selection of an appropriate operational point To
do this we propose to combine two well known concepts from statistical pattern recognition
the Receiver Operating Characteristic  ROC curve and the  
 
test statistic The proposed
ROC curve with  
 
contours then provides additional information to aid with the selection and
evaluation of a classiers operational point
First some background to binary classication problems is given in Section  then Sections 
and  describe the ROC curve and the  
 
test in relation to the analysis of a classiers confusion
matrix Section  then shows a relationship between these two methods that enables us to
visualise the amount of work involved in attempting to meet a specied operational point
Finally Section  discusses the material presented and some of the advantages of using this type
of analysis
 Binary Classication Problems
For binary classication problems there are two types of errors called false positives and false
negatives A false positive is a classication of positive given to an example that is actually
negative and a false negative is the negative classication of an example that is actually positive
They are dened as follows
P  False Positive  P  Classify Positive jNegative  
P  False Negative  P  Classify Negative jPositive  
In general the probability of a false positive  denoted  is referred to as the level of signicance
of a test and the probability of a true positive  denoted    the power of a test In signal
detection theory and in particular radar theory the plot of  versus     as the decision
threshold is varied is known as the Receiver Operating Characteristic or ROC curve  Selin
 In this domain it is used to measure how well a receiver can detect signal from noise but
in general it measures the ability to classify positive from negative examples The ROC curve
has also become common in medical elds  Sherwood Bartels 	 Wied  and is often used
as part of the NeymanPearson method  Fukunaga  A simple example showing the e
ect
of varying the decision threshold on the probability density functions for two classes is shown
in Figure  The resulting ROC curve is then shown in Figure  the three threshold points of
Figure  being marked On a ROC curve a decision threshold that produces low overall error
probabilities will be high in the upper left hand corner of the chart
 The ROC Curve
On a ROC chart the diagonal line from   to   indicates the condition where  
   This is the line of no discrimination between the classes and is the locus that a random
classication scheme ie one that does not use any of the input attributes would follow This
can be shown as follows Given C
n
negative cases C
p
positive cases and a probability that
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Figure  The ROC curve produced by changing the decision threshold
we predict at random the class of an example as positive is P
p
and negative is P
n
 where
P
p
 P
n
  The expected number of true positives E T
p
 true negatives E T
n
 false
positives E F
p
 and false negatives E F
n
 are given by
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The ROC curve is then a plot of the probability of a false positive against the probability of
a true positive For a random classication scheme P
p
may be varied in the range   giving
the locus
      
where   P
p
and      P
p
 It should be noted that this is also the case for classiers that
predict one of the classes all of the time in which case P
p
  or P
p
 
This means that the diagonal line from   to   can be thought of as the locus of the
expected values of estimates of     and  In other words it is the ROC curve of a classier
which randomly assigns examples to classes with P
p
   P
n
 for P
p
in  The ROC curve
obtained from a classication scheme that actually uses the input attributes is then the locus
of the observed estimates of    and  for di
erent decision thresholds
 The  

Test
This view of the ROC curve as the di
erence between observed and expected values o
ers a
direct comparison to the  
 
test The  
 
test is used as a measure of the independence between
two variables  Everitt  in our case these variables are the true class and the predicted
class of the examples The  
 
test is based upon the di
erence between the observed O and
expected E class frequencies for each cell c in a contingency table
 
 

X
c
 O  E
 
E
 
The  
 
test can be used on the confusion matrix produced by a classication scheme  Ingelnger
et al Chapter  A confusion matrix is a form of contingency table showing the di
erences
between the true and predicted classes for a set of labelled examples this is shown in Table 
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Table   A confusion matrix
In Table  T
p
 T
n
 F
p
 and F
n
are counts of the numbers of true positives true negatives false
positives and false negatives respectively C
n
and C
p
are the number of true negative and positive
examples R
n
and R
p
are the number of predicted negative and positive examples and N is the
total number of examples Although the confusion matrix shows all of the information about
the classiers performance more meaningful measures can be extracted from the confusion
matrix to illustrate certain performance criteria for example
Accuracy   Error 
 T
p
 T
n

 C
p
 C
n

 
Sensitivity or Power     
T
p
C
p
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T
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C
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Positive predictive value 
T
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R
p
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Negative predictive value 
T
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R
n
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The  
 
value is another parameter that can be extracted from the confusion matrix It is
usually used to test the hypothesis that the confusion matrix was obtained by random selection
of examples from each class ie without using the input attributes at all this is often called
the null hypothesis In this case true and predicted classes will be independent giving a low
 
 
value In e
ect the  
 
value measures the  squared di
erence between the observed and
expected values of T
n
 T
p
 F
n
 and F
p
 If these populations are multinomial and the observed
frequencies are not too small  say   in which case Fishers exact test is preferable  Sterling
	 Pollack  then the  
 
statistic dened in Equation  will approximately follow a  
 
distribution If the value of the  
 
test exceeds certain bounds the evidence to reject the null
hypothesis is called signicant   
 
  at the  level highly signicant   
 
  
or very highly signicant   
 
   In this paper we propose to use the actual  
 
value as a guide to selecting an operational point on the ROC curve
 The ROC Curve with  

Contours
It is interesting to look at the similarities between the  
 
statistic and the distance from the
diagonal line       for a point on a ROC curve The  
 
value is given from Equation  
as
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Because a   contingency table only has one degree of freedom
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Comparing this to the distance d from the observed to the expected values of the probabilities
of false positives   and true positives     we have
d 
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So we can see that they are both minimized when the observed value is equal to the expected
value and are both maximised when       and    ie a point in the top left hand
corner of the ROC chart
The  
 
value is therefore not only dependent on d but also upon where in      space
the observed values of  and    are This is illustrated from Equations   and   by
 
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This relationship is best viewed graphically Figures  and  show the  
 
contours for two
example distributions and illustrates how the  
 
contours vary with di
erent class distributions
The contours indicate that performance increases are best obtained in an approximately radial
distance from the point of null classication Here the point of null classication is dened as
in Equations   and   where
P
p

C
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n
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
  
and
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The  
 
contours can be drawn onto the ROC chart for given values of C
n
and C
p
 from
Equation   where
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In this case we evaluated the  
 
values in one half  the upper triangular half of a  by 
matrix and drew only the required contours These contours could also be found by evaluating
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the roots of Equation   for a particular  
 
value holding say  constant and numerically
solving this as a function of      Press et al Chapter 
Remark the  
 
value is dependent upon the number of examples in the contingency table
so that if you increase T
p
 F
p
 T
n
 and F
n
by a factor of  then the  
 
value also increases
by a factor of  However in any one particular case it is the shape of the contours that are
important
Accuracy contours as dened in Equation   are also included in Figures  and  to
show how in cases with uneven class distributions it becomes easier to obtain seemingly high
classication accuracies In the case of distributions C
n
  and C
p
  a classication
accuracy of  can be obtained by predicting the classes at random Predicting negative all
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the time leads to an overall accuracy of  however both these cases have very small  
 
values and so are revealed as dumb classiers These dumb classiers may also have been
revealed by using the performance measures listed in Equations   to   So we can see
that on a ROC chart there is more to selecting an operating point than picking a point near
the top left hand corner
 Discussion and Conclusions
What we are proposing in this paper is that the value of the  
 
statistic should be used as a
measure of the amount of work a classication scheme is doing Therefore on a particular
problem domain operational points with larger  
 
values will be harder to obtain The  
 
contours help us to quickly and easily to nd the area of optimum classication as they show
where the highest gains can be made in relation to the class distributions of our sample Figures 
and  show that accuracy on its own is an insucient measure of classier performance as
dumb classiers ie that are doing little actual work can have a seemingly high accuracy
For two points  or classication schemes that have the same accuracy but di
erent  
 
values the point  or classier with the higher  
 
value is preferable as it will in general have
better performance criteria as measured by Equations   to   or in our terminology the
classication scheme with the highest  
 
value is doing more work However it should be
noted that in domains with large di
erences in the prior probabilities of each class the point
of highest accuracy may not always be the point of highest  
 
value This reiterates the fact
that the optimum operational point for a particular application is obtained by specifying one
of the error probabilities and then minimizing the other as in the NeymanPearson method or
by minimising the misclassication cost
Cost 
X
c
F
c
 C
c
  
where F
c
and C
c
are the number of false classications and their associated cost for each class
c The  
 
contours relate not only to accuracy but also to distance from the null classication
line        on the ROC chart They add further insight into the setting of operational
points for classiers using a ROC curve
It should be noted that the idea of setting a decision threshold and producing a ROC curve
is quite general In statistical analysis it relates to the positioning of a decision boundary so as
to minimise the Bayes risk  Fukunaga  Decision trees can use costsensitive construction
or pruning  Knoll Nakhaeizadeh 	 Tausend  neural networks can varying the class
threshold of their output units  usually set to  for logsigmoid activation functions  Twomey
	 Smith  and the K Nearest Neighbour algorithm can vary its class decision threshold
 usually set at 
k
 
 Plotting the ROC curve for a discriminant function or the K Nearest
Neighbours using resubstitution  Weiss 	 Kulikowski  can then be used as an estimate
of the ROC curve of the  optimal Bayes error rate classier This ROC curve can then be
used in a comparative study with proposed classication schemes measuring perhaps the area
under the ROC curve  Sherwood Bartels 	 Wied  for evaluation purposes
To conclude we have shown a relationship between the  
 
test on a confusion matrix and
the distance of an observed point on a ROC curve from the line of no discrimination  where
      To aid in the selection of decision thresholds we have proposed the use of  
 
contours drawn on a ROC chart and this has been shown to be of use particularly in cases of
uneven class distributions
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